




focused on three things:  student learning, the quality of faculty life, and reduced costs.  This 
article is just as important as Greater Expectations; it is an invaluable guide and catalys





President Koester has linked demand with mission, and she is right to do so.  I think the response you will m
ake to demand will be inherently resolved as you address the issue of mission, and 







learning in a more intentionally related fashion.  They were quite excited about the idea, and it 
will be energizing to all of us if we can find a meaningful way to connect. 
 
Too often, most universities take Learning Environments for granted.  Having just completed a 
major renovation in your build
/Ts, and havi ng had cause to think about the learning 
environment because of the earthquake, I am certain faculty here have a h



what success at the community college—whether reflected in an associate’s degree or some 
other measure—means for transfer to CSU-Northridge.  If we begin to align our learning 
objectives among the three categories of institutions, would we improve the chances of student 
success and enhance th e level of actual achievement? 
 
Finally, I would call attention to Student Electronic Portfolios.  In recent years, a great deal of 
attention has been given to collecting information about student achievement in portfolios—especially electron

ic portfolios which allow levels of complexity and interactivity that would not be possible with paper.  Portfolios give inst
itutions—whether high schools, community colleges, 

or universities—the m eans of connecting individual courses into meaningful patterns that 
transcend degree requirements and build a coherent, connected, whole edu

cation.  Moreover, as 

students m ove about higher education—often at





tenure track.  At IUPUI, already 40% of the FULL TIME academic appointees have positions 
that are not eligible for tenure—and that proportion is likely to be more than half within the next 
five years.  Finkelstein and 
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